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 1 (ARCHIPENKO) Goll, Ivan. Archipenko. (12)pp. 5 full-page plates in text. Sm. 4to. Self-wraps. “An appreciation,” translated 

by Mary Knoblauch, published on the occasion of Archipenko’s first American solo exhibition, held at the Société Anonyme, 
New York, in February-March 1921. The Société Anonyme also organized a symposium in conjunction with the show, 
“Psychology of Modern Art and Archipenko.” Pale waterstaining, pencilled annotation, other light wear. Rare. 

  New York, n.d. [1921].  $750.00  
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 2 ARP, HANS. Die Wolkenpumpe. (Sammlung “Die Silbergäule.” Band 50-51 [vere 52/53].) (28)pp. Sm. 4to. Orig. wraps., 

printed in black with a cover design by Arp. “Cloud-Pump,” Arp‘s first book of verse. Some of the poems were written as 
early as 1911; read at the Dada soirée at the Salle Kaufleuten, 9 April 1919, they were first published in “Dada 4-5: 
Anthologie Dada.” A little light creasing and wear. 

  Hannover (Paul Steegemann), 1920.  $2,500.00  
  Rolandseck 86, illus. p. 61; Bleikasten Aa15; Dada Zürich 66; Motherwell/Karpel 196; Verkauf p. 176; Pompidou: Dada 

1213, illus. p. 908; Wilpert-Gühring 3; Meyer: Paul Steegemann Verlag 26 
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 3 ARTISTS EQUITY ASSOCIATION. Improvisations. 1950. Preface by Yasuo Kuniyoshi. Edition: Elias Newman. (8)pp., 52 

original lithographs, printed on blue, grey, green, orange and yellow laid papers. Lrg. 4to. Dec. wraps., GBC-bound. Edition 
limited to 2000 numbered copies. The first of an annual series, published as a fundraising venture coordinated with the 
Association’s annual ball. The lithographs are individual full-page advertisements especially designed for sponsors of Artists 
Equity. This volume is perhaps the best of the series. The lithographs include work by Milton Avery, Max Beckmann, George 
Biddle, Frederico Castellon, Julio de Diego, Philip Evergood, Chaim Gross, Stanley W. Hayter, Hans Hofmann, Jack Levine, 
Julian Levi, Reginald Marsh, Anton Refregier, Ben Shahn, Moses Soyer, Raphael Soyer, et al. Light wear to the covers. 

  New York, 1950.  $850.00 
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 4 BERLIN. DER STURM. Aufruf gegen “Kunstkritiker.” Erster Deutscher Herbstsalon, Internationale Gemäldeausstellung. 

75 Potsdamer Strasse 75, Eckhaus Potsdamer- und Pallasstrasse. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). Ink drawing by Hermann 
Huber (?) reproduced full-page on the front cover. Lrg. 4to. Self-wraps.  

  A triumphantly caustic circular published by Herwarth Walden, excoriating the inanity of the critical reception of the Erster 
Deutscher Herbstsalon, the great international modernist exhibition organized by Der Sturm in 1913. Distributed to visitors at 
the show, and presumably also to subscribers, the flyer includes a “Lexikon der deutschen Kunstkritik” of derisory and 
sententious phrases drawn from reviews (“Anödung des Publikums,” “Verhöhnung des Philisters,” “Unfähige Akademiker,” 
“Gemalter Wahnsinn,” etc.) and a collection of no fewer than thirty excerpted critical remarks, patronizing the work of 
Delaunay, Chagall, Klee, Roussseau, Kandinsky and others. Walden writes “Wie wertlos die Meinung der sogenannten 
Kunstkritiker ist, ersehe man aus der nachstehenden Gegenüberstellung.” Two issues of the flyer are known, but this one 
may possibly represent a third, insofar as the layout of the “Lexikon” is different than that reproduced in “Stationen der 
Moderne.” Light browning, faint central fold; a few clean splits; a fine, neat copy of this rare publication.  

  Berlin (Buchdruckerei Walter Hillger), 1913.  $1,750.00  
  Berlinische Galerie: Stationen der Moderne (Berlin, 1988), p.137ff., figs. 3/23-24.; Cf. Perkins 130c; Brühl, Georg: Herwarth 

Walden und “Der Sturm” (Leipzig/Köln, 1983), p. 37, fig. 39 
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 5 BLOSSFELDT, KARL. Wundergarten der Natur. Neue Bilddokumente schöner Pflanzenformen. xiii, (1)pp., 120 gravure 

plates, printed by Ganymed. Sm. folio. Publisher’s variant grey cloth, stamped in wine-red on the front cover. Photo-illus. d.j. 
The second of Blossfeldt’s trio, preceded by “Urformen der Kunst” in 1928, and followed by “Wunder in der Natur” in 1942--
“three immensely popular, regularly reprinted ‘pictorial documents’ (in Blossfeldt’s prim words).... All three books present 
Blossfeldt’s straightforwardly scientific, if greatly magnified, close-ups of plant forms as isolated objects of unexpected 
esthetic delight” (Vince Aletti, in Roth). A superb copy, the dust jacket extremely fresh and bright, with no losses and only 
very slight short clean tears at head of spine (mended on verso), crisp and clean within. 

  Berlin (Verlag für Kunstwissenschaft), 1932.  $3,750.00  
  The Open Book 106; Cf. Roth p. 48 
 
 

           
 
 6 BRETON, ANDRÉ. Martinique charmeuse de serpents. Avec textes et illustrations d’André Masson. 111, (3)pp. 7 full-

page plates of drawings by Masson, mostly printed in blue. 2 culs-de-lampe. Dec. wraps. Glassine d.j. Breton’s texts had 
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largely appeared elsewhere, in reviews; Masson contributes a brief prose poem, “Antille,” which is followed by “Le dialogue 
créole, entre André Breton et André Masson.” Light browning. 

  Paris (Éditions du Sagittaire), 1948.  $225.00  
  Sheringham Aa404; Pompidou: Breton p. 402; Gershman p. 9; Ades 15.63; Biro/Passeron 446; Milano p. 656 
 
 
 

               
  
 7 BRETON, ANDRÉ & SOUPAULT, PHILIPPE. Les champs magnétiques. 111, (9)pp. Double frontispiece portraits by 

Picabia of Breton and Soupault, on facing leaves. 8vo. Publisher’s wraps. Glassine d.j. First edition, édition de tête: one of 
150 numbered copies on uncut vergé d’Arches, of 180 copies in all. Only these deluxe copies include the two Picabia 
frontispiece portraits. An ordinary edition was also issued, unnumbered and on vergé bouffant. 

  “C’est sans doute le livre le plus célèbre du mouvement surréaliste” (Fouché). “This was, as Breton wrote in the first 
‘Surrealist manifesto,’ the first purely surrealist work. ‘Occupied as I was with Freud at the time, and familiar with his 
methods of examination which I had had some occasion to practise on the sick during the war, I decided to obtain from 
myself what one had tried to get from them: a monologue delivered as fast as possible, on which the subject’s critical 
faculties should not bear any judgment, not hindered by any reticence, which should be as closely as possible spoken 
thought. It seemed to me then, and still does...that the speed of thought is not superior to that of the word, and that it does 
not necessarily defy the tongue nor the pen. It was in this frame of mind that Philippe Soupault...and I undertook to blacken 
paper with a laudable scorn for what would follow as far as literature was concerned.... At the end of the first day we could 
read to ourselves fifty pages obtained like this.... On the whole, Soupault’s and my pages offer a remarkable analogy: same 
vice of construction and failures of a similar nature, but also...the illusion of an extraordinary animation, a lot of feeling, a 
considerable choice of images of a quality such that we would not have been capable of preparing a single one longhand....’ 
The text was presented at the time without any such explanation: ‘We are reaching the end of Lent. Our skeleton becomes 
transparent like a tree across the successive dawns of the flesh where the child’s desires sleep with clenched fists’” (Ades). 

   A beautiful copy, very fresh. 
  Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1920.  $5,500.00  
  Sheringham Aa29; Fouché, Pascal: Au Sans Pareil (Paris, 1989), no. 12; Gershman p. 6; Dada Global 193; Ades 8.51, p. 

167f.; Sanouillet: Dada in Paris (Cambridge, 2009), no. 96; Biro/Passeron p. 85; Motherwell/Karpel 217; Jean: 
Autobiography p. 59ff.; Verkauf p. 177; Zürich 310; Pompidou: Dada 1221; Milano p. 648 
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 8 BULLETIN INTERNATIONAL DU SURRÉALISME. Nos. 1-4 (all published). 4to. Self-wraps., stapled as issued. Fine fitted 

slipcase and chemise by Devauchelle (black boards, silver label at spine). A complete set, including the sensationally 
rare No. 2, published in Santa Cruz de Tenerife in October 1935, of which virtually the entire printing seems to have been 
lost. Remarking on this “inaccessible et mythique numéro,” the Breton sale catalogue of 2003 reported that “d’après 
Benjamin Péret, la quasi totalité de son tirage contenu dans une valise se trouverait quelque part au fond de l’océan. De la 
plus insigne rareté.”  

  Contents of the set as follows: 
  No. 1: Bulletin international du surréalisme. Publié par le Groupe surréaliste en Tchécoslovaquie. Prague, le 9 avril 

1935./ Mezinárodní buletin surrealismu. Vydala Skupina surrealistu v CSR. Praha, 9. duben 1935. 12pp. 4 illus., Styrsky, 
Toyen and Makovsky. Parallel texts in Czech and French. With extensive quotation from Breton and Eluard, who, at the 
invitation of the Czech group, visited Prague early in 1935, where they were lionized by the Communist Party press. 
Declarations by Vítezslav Neval and others; illus. of work by Styrsky and Toyen. 

  No. 2: Boletín internacional del surrealismo. Santa Cruz de Tenerife, octubre 1935. Publicado por el grupo surrealista de 
Paris y “Gaceta de Arte” de Tenerife (Islas Canarios). 9, (1)pp. 5 illus. Parallel texts in Spanish and French. “In May, 1935, 
another invitation was extended to the Paris surrealists, this time from friends of Oscar Dominguez in Tenerife who for four 
years had been publishing a review of modern art, ‘Gaceta de Arte.’ Breton and Péret went to the Canaries, and met 
Eduardo Westerdahl, the director of the review, and the poets Domingo Pérez Minik, Domingo Lopez Torres, Pedro Garcia 
Cabrera and Agustin Espinoza. ‘Gaceta de Arte’ organized an exhibition at the Ateneo Gallery of paintings, water-colours, 
drawings, collages, engravings, and photographs.... Conferences were held, and Buñuel and Dalí’s film ‘L’Age d’Or’ was 
shown. A second bilingual edition of the ‘International Surrealist Bulletin,’ this time in Spanish and French, appeared in 
October 1935 at Santa Cruz de Tenerife, dealing with the same issues--the relationship between art and revolution--as the 
Czech number. It contained reproductions of ‘The Hunter’ by Dominguez, and ‘The Death of Marat,’ an engraving by Picasso 
for a collection of poems by Benjamin Péret” (Marcel Jean).  

  No. 3: Bulletin international du Surréalisme. Publié à Bruxelles par le Groupe surréaliste en Belgique, 20 aoùt 1935. 8pp. 
3 halftone illus. Opening with a manifesto protesting the Franco-Soviet pact, “Le couteau dans la plaie,” signed by 14 
subscribers, including René Magritte, E.L.T. Mesens, Paul Nougé, Jean Scutenaire, André Souris, Achille Chavée, Fernand 
Dumont, Marcel Lecomte and Max Servais; followed by the text of Breton’s speech to the Congrès des Écrivains pour la 
défense de la Culture--which, notoriously, he had been prevented from reading. “There was now a clear political accord 
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between the [Paris and Brussels] groups, underlined by Nougé, Scutenaire and Souris, which claimed, as did Breton, that 
revolutionary action was possible outside the Communist Party” (Ades). 

  No. 4: International Surrealist Bulletin. Issued by the Surrealist Group in England. September 1936. 18, (2)pp. 11 illus. 
Texts by Herbert Read and Hugh Sykes Davies; bulletin “read and approved” by Agar, Breton, Burra, Davies, Éluard, 
Gascoyne, Jennings, Mesens, Moore, Nash, Penrose, Man Ray, Read, Todd and others. The first surrealist periodical in 
England, following on the International Surrealist Exhibition opened by Breton at the New Burlington Galleries in London in 
the summer of 1936. A little unobtrusive browning in No. 2; a very fine set.  

  Praha/ Santa Cruz de Tenerife/ Bruxelles/ London, 1935-1936.  $16,500.00  
  Gershman p. 48; Admussen 27; Biro/Passeron pp. 361, 363; Jean p. 263f.; Reynolds p. 108; Milano p. 565f. 
 
 
 

            
 
 9 CACERES, JORGE. Pasada libre. (8)pp. (single sheet, folding). Self-wraps., stapled as issued. An unnumbered copy from 

the edition of 510 copies in all. Presentation copy to André Breton, inscribed “à André Breton/ souvenir/ J Caceres/ 26-
viiii” at the top of the front cover. 

  A key pamphlet of verse by the young, short-lived Chilean poet, painter and photographer, one of the central figures in the 
creation of a Surrealist group in Santiago, in 1938. "In July of that year, a surrealist group was formed in Chile, named 
'Mandragora,' and a review of that name was launched in December. The two artists principally associated with the group's 
foundation, Braulio Arenas and Jorge Caceres, organized a 'Surrealist Exhibition' of their work in Santiago de Chile at the 
same time; their drawings, paintings, sculptures and objects attracted many visitors" (Jean). "Mandragora" was published in 
seven numbers, between 1938 and 1943. Under Arenas, the group also issued a second review, "Leitmotiv," in 1942, which 
published Breton's "Prolégomènes à un 3º M. du S.," along with texts by Péret and Césaire. At the end of the war, Caceres 
made a trip to Paris, where he reestablished contact with Breton.  

  The last of the four poems in this plaquette is "Braulio Arenas," a tribute by Caceres which opens with the epigraph "La 
poésie est une pipe/--Breton/Éluard." It also advertises other "textos surrealistas" by him, published and in preparation, 
including the forthcoming catalogue of the "Exposición surrealista" written in collaboration with Arenas. Unopened. A very 
fine copy. 

  Santiago (Ediciones Mandragora), 1941.  $1,850.00  
  El Surrealismo entre Viejo y Nuevo Mundo (Las Palmas, 1989), p. 290; Biro/Passeron p. 90f.; Jean p. 291 
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 10 (CAMPENDONK) Deutscher Werkbund. Programm zur Tagung des deutschen Werkbundes am 25. Juni 1926 in 

Krefeld. (12)pp. 6 full-page original woodcuts by Campendonk (Engels/Söhn 64-69), including cover emblem. Printed on 
doubled sheets, Japanese-bound, of tan wove stock. Lrg. sq. 8vo. Tan wove wraps., printed in black, secured as issued with 
green silk cord (cord slightly faded). This program for a meeting of the Deutscher Werkbund was designed by Campendonk, 
and features six diverse woodcut plates by him: still lifes, compositions of insects and printing presses, profiles of figures 
seen through windows, and a surreal figure with masks, in a starlit night-actually a costume design for a drama. As the 
program indicates, Campendonk was prominently featured on this occasion, with an exhibition of his stage sets and 
costumes, and a fashion show with dresses of his design. Loosely inserted, a Werkbund flyer about transportation 
arrangements for the meeting. Faint foldline; a fine, clean copy. Rare. 

  Krefeld, 1926.  $2,500.00  
  Söhn, Gerhart: Heinrich Campendonk: Das graphische Werk. Nach Engels neu bearbeitet. (Düsseldorf, 1996), nos. 64-69; 

Jentsch 159 
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 11 LA CARTE SURRÉALISTE. Première Série. Vingt et une cartes. 1937. Complete series of 21 through-numbered collotype 

postcards on pale pink stock, together with the publisher’s blue card label. All cards captioned on the back, in parallel French 
and English, and marked with the faux postal cancellation “La carte surréalist/ garantie.” 92 x 143 mm. (ca. 3 5/8 x 5 5/8 
inches) (orientation varies).  

  The series, edited by Georges Hugnet, comprises cards of objects and assemblages, photographs and photomontages, 
drawings and paintings, by Marcel Duchamp, André Breton, Max Ernst, Paul Éluard, Dora Maar, Joan Miró, Salvador Dalí, 
Hans Bellmer, Man Ray, Yves Tanguy, Oscar Domínguez, Hans Arp, Georges Hugnet, Meret Oppenheim, René Magritte, 
Jacqueline Breton, Roland Penrose, Marcel Jean, Wolfgang Paalen, Nusch Éluard, and Pablo Picasso. Contents as follows: 

  1. Marcel Duchamp (Ampoule contenant 50 c.c. d'air de Paris/Ampoule containing 50 c.c. air of Paris), 2. André Breton 
(Poème-objet/Poem-object), 3. Max Ernst (Le triomphe de l'amour/Triumph of Love), 4. Paul Éluard (On tue comme on 
respire/They kill as easily as they breathe), 5. Dora Maar (29, rue d'Astorg), 6. Joan Miró (Horaire/Time-table), 7. Salvador 
Dalí (La mélancolie gâteuse des chiens comme une vertigineuse descente en ski/Senile mélancholy [sic] of dogs like a dizzy 
ski-glide), 8. Hans Bellmer (Deux demi-soeurs/Step-sisters), 9. Man Ray (Ce qui nous manque à tous/What we all lack), 10. 
Yves Tanguy (Le marchand de sable/The sandman), 11. Oscar Domínguez (Ouverture/Opening), 12. Hans Arp (Côté à 
ouvrir/Open this side), 13. Georges Hugnet (Au pied de la Lettre/Word for word), 14. Meret Oppenheim (Ma 
Gouvernante/My Nurse/Meine kindermädchen), 15. René Magritte (La solution de rébus/The key to the riddle),16. 
Jacqueline Breton (Pont du demi-sommeil/Bridge of drowsiness), 17. Roland Penrose (La Terre en bouteille/Bottled earth), 
18. Marcel Jean (Paris à vol d'oiseau/Bird's eye view of Paris), 19. Wolfgang Paalen (A l'échelle du désir/The scale of 
desire), 20. Nusch Eluard (Bois des Iles/Precious woods), 21. Pablo Picasso (Posisson d'Avril/April fool). This set without the 
outer envelope, which rarely survives. Pristine condition. 

  [Paris (Georges Hugnet), 1937.  $3,750.00  
  Ades 12.135; Milano p. 653; Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page Design 1900-1950, pl. 412 
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 12 CLÉ. Bulletin mensuel de la F.I.A.R.I. (Fédération Internationale de l’Art Révolutionnaire Indépendant.) 

Rédaction/administration: Maurice Nadeau. Nos. 1-2, janvier-février 1939 (all published). No. 1: 6pp. Line-drawn masthead. 
No. 2: 12pp. 3 illus. (cover drawing by André Masson, “Le thé chez Franco”). Lrg. 4to. Self-wraps. Texts by Jean Giono, 
Georges Henein, Maurice Heine, Louis Aragon, André Breton, Henri Pastoureau, Ignazio Silone, Benjamin Péret, Leon 
Trotsky, Michel Carrouges, Pierre Mabille, Michel Collinet, Herbert Read, and others.  

  Opening with the F.I.A.R.I. manifesto “Pas de patrie!” (a second, “N’imitez pas Hitler!,” was published in the second issue), 
the short-lived Surrealist bulletin “Clé” took an outspoken stand against the encroachment of fascism, and nationalism, on 
the intellectual life of France with the impending arrival of war. “‘La révolution est inscrite à l’ordre du siècle. Elle aura lieu 
malgré les faussaires et les défaitistes, qui, hier encore, lui juraient fidelité,’ lit-on dans l’annonce de ‘Clé,’ où il est aussi 
question des rapports de l’art moderne et du totalitarianisme: ‘Toute tendance progressiste en art est flétrie par le fascisme 
comme une dégénérescence. Toute création libre est déclaré fasciste par les stalinistes’” (Biro/Passeron). “Pas de patrie” 
spoke on behalf of foreign artists now suspect as enemy aliens (Ernst and Wols would soon be interned); a long letter from 
Trotsky to Breton in the second issue stresses the necessity of profound revolutionary commitment. “”La création 
véritablement indépendant, à notre époque de réaction convulsive et de retour à la sauvagerie, ne peut manquer d’être 
révolutionnaire par son esprit même.” The rapid disintegration of F.I.A.R.I. due to dissent within the Surrealist movement and 
conflicts between the Surrealists and their proletarian comrades brought “Clé” to an end before a third issue. 

  Light wear; a nice set. 
  Paris, 1939.  $1,750.00  
  Gershman p. 48; Ades 12.132, p. 293; Biro/Passeron p. 168f.; Jean p. 292;  
  Nadeau: Documents surréalistes p. 385ff.; Milano p. 654 
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 13 Paris. Galerie Pierre Colle. Exposition SALVADOR DALI. June 1931. (6)pp. (single sheet, folding). 2 illus. Oblong sm. 8vo. 

Self-wraps. With a long excerpted text by Dalí on ornamental art and automatism (“Les objets ornementaux du ‘moderne-
style’ nous révèlent de la façon la plus matérielle, la persistance du rêve à travers la réalité, car ces objets soumis à un 
examen scrupuleux nous donnent les éléments oniriques les plus hallucinants”). “La persistance de la mémoire,” dating from 
this year, is one of the two pictures reproduced in the brochure. This was Dali’s first exhibition at Pierre Collé. Rare. 

  Paris, 1931.  $500.00  
 
 
 

            
 
 14 Paris. Galerie Pierre Collé. Exposition SALVADOR DALI. June 1932. (8)pp. 1 plate loosely inserted, printed on recto only, 

with a reproduction of “Objets surréalistes indicateurs de la mémoire instantanée.” Oblong sm. 4to. Self-wraps. The 
catalogue is introduced by a long and eloquent ode, “Salvador Dalí,” by Paul Éluard (reprinted in full in the Pompidou 
catalogue “Paul Éluard et ses amis peintres”). The text is printed in red on rose saumon stock, in a rather grander format 
than usual. This was Dalí’s second exhibition at Pierre Collé. Rare. 

  Paris, 1932.  $750.00  
  Pompidou: Eluard p. 90 
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 15 Paris. Pierre Collé. Exposition SALVADOR DALÍ. Du 15 au 20 juin [1933]. (8)pp., 1 plate (“Cannibalisme des objets....”). 2 

figs. 12mo. Orig. purple wraps. Glassine d.j. With an extensive text by the artist, a letter to André Breton concluding 
“Recevez, cher ami, la preuve de mon inconditionalité surréaliste, votre Salvador Dalí,” signed with an obsessive paraph. 

  Checklist of 22 paintings, 10 drawings, and selected objects. This was Dalí’s third exhibition at Pierre Collé. Covers 
detached and worn. Rare. 

  Paris, [1933].   $300.00  
 
   
 

              
 
 16 DUCHAMP, MARCEL. Rrose Sélavy. (Biens Nouveaux. 4eme cahier.) (16)pp. Sm. 8vo. Wraps. One of 500 numbered 

copies on vélin blanc from the limited edition of 515. Duchamp’s classic collection of puns, anagrams, sly double-entendres 
and cryptic formulations. A pristine, unopened copy. 

  Paris (G.L.M.), 1939.  $1,750.00  
  G.L.M. 206; Gershman p. 17; Biro/Passeron 972; Sanouillet: Dada in Paris (Cambridge, 2009), no. 214; Motherwell/Karpel 

243; Rubin 221; Reynolds p. 73; Milano p. 654 
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 17 (HAMBURG SECESSION) STEINHAGEN, HEINRICH. Adolf Behne spricht im Verein der Plakatfreunde über die Zeit 

as Drucker. Jüngste Kunst in der Gebrauchgraphik. Ausstellung Lichtbilder expressionistische Plakate. Montag 7. Febr. 8 
uhr Abends, Patriotisches Gebäude Gr. Saal. Poster, designed by Heinrich Steinhagen (1880-1948). Original lithograph, 
printed in black on vivid ochre wove stock. 845 x 275 mm. (33 1/4 x 10 3/4 inches). Advertising a lecture on “Time as 
Printer,” by the pioneering art and architecture critic and activist Adolf Behne (1885-1948), a guiding light of the Arbeitsrat für 
Kunst and a major proponent of Expressionism and Expressionist architecture (a concept he is credited as the first to 
discuss). Two tiny losses at top, outside the image; a fresh and bright example, expertly laid down. 

  Hamburg, [1921].  $3,750.00  
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 18 (HEARTFIELD, JOHN) VI: Die Volks Illustrierte. Jahrgänge 1937-1938 (all published of these volumes), as follows: 
  1937: Nos. 1-51, 6 January--22 December. Jahrgang 1938, Nos. 1-41, 5 January--12 October. Prof. illus. principally with 

photographs and photomontages, mostly printed in sepia. Folio. Contemporary marbled boards, 3/4 brown leather gilt 
(somewhat rubbed at hinges and spine). Raised bands.  

  Complete runs for the year 1937 and 1938 of "VI" (known also by its full name, "Die Volksillustrierte"), which were published 
with 47 full-page photomontages by John Heartfield. This set is mutilated of one photomontage, bringing the total to 46. 
These two volumes cover most of the published extent of "VI," which had commenced in Prague in August 1936, and was 
forced to shut down there in October 1938. Seven further issues were published in France in 1939 (in which Heartfield did 
not participate). 

  "VI," was the new name given to "AIZ" ("Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung," or "Workers' Illustrated Newspaper") in 1936, three 
years after it went into exile in Prague. There its print run was drastically curtailed (as low as 12,000 copies, as opposed to a 
high of around 500,000 for "AIZ” in the early 1930s in Berlin), and issues of "VI" are particularly rare. 

  Among these are some of the most outstandingly vitriolic examples of Heartfield’s anti-Nazi satires. The year 1937 includes 
the famous compositions "Blut für Eisen," "Bild ohne Worten," "Die Stimme der Freiheit in deutscher Nacht--auf Welle 29,8," 
"Der Gipfel ihrer Wirtschaftsweisheit," "Der friedfertige Raubfisch," "Der wahre Torpedo gegen den Frieden," "Tod dem 
Kriegspolypen!" and "Grosser internationaler Lügenwettbewerb," among others. Also included are some of Heartfield's most 
important compositions about the Spanish Civil War and the war in China: "Baskenland," "Seit einem Jahr kämpft Spanien 
für die Freiheit und den Frieden!" "Ob Nazimann, ob Samurai, es ist dieselbe Melodei," and the unforgettable "Mahnung," 
inevitably seen as a prefiguration of the Vietnam War.  

  1938 includes "China, der Reise, erwacht-wehe dem Eindringling!," "Das ist das Heil, das sie bringen!," "Krieg: 
Sudetendeutsche, euch trifft es zuerst!." It also includes the last Heartfield for “V.I.,” "Das gigantischeste Lügenmaul aller 
Zeiten," which was censored by overprinting, nearly obliterating the composition--a close-up of Hitler's mouth and mustache-
-but not quite. It brings the sequence to the most apposite conclusion one could imagine. Altogether, Vol. 1937 lacks one 
leaf in no. 15 (with one Heartfield composition); Vol. 1938 includes one mutilated front cover, with two loose signatures 
(neither relating to Heartfield) and two issues that are bound out of sequence. 

  Bindings a bit worn; internally very fine on the whole, crisp and clean. 
  Prague, 1937.  $18,500.00  
  Evans, David. John Heartfield: AIZ/VI, 1930-1938 (New York: Kent Fine Art, 1992), pp. 424-487: nos. 1/37--32/37 
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 19 HENRY, CHARLES. Introduction à une esthétique scientifique. (2), 31, (1)pp. Sm. 4to. Self-wraps. Glassine d.j. 

Originally published in “La Revue Contemporaine” on 25 August 1885, and issued as a separate brochure later in the year, 
this is one of Charles Henry’s most important theoretical texts, which exerted a profound influence on the work of George 
Seurat, among others. Henry (1859-1926), the magus-like French scientist and philosopher who developed a fusion of 
science and aesthetics he termed psychophysics, was at the center of the Parisian Post-Impressionist and Symbolist avant-
garde beginning in the mid-1880s, in close contact with Seurat, Signac, Jules Laforgue, Gustave Kahn, Félix Fénéon and 
others. “The publication of Henry’s ‘Introduction à une esthétique scientifique’ in August 1885 marks a most significant 
turning point in the artistic climate of Paris in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. A statement of principles and 
concepts of great clarity and of a far-reaching nature, the ‘Esthétique’ signals the conscious beginning of the symbolist era. 
In 1886, along with Gustave Kahn and Félix Fénéon, Henry co-founded the short-lived but influential symbolist journal ‘La 
vogue.’ Henry became the friend of poets, artists, and presumably musicians as well--Seurat, Signac, Valery, Mallarmé, to 
name the most important--whose work benefitted from or corresponded to Henry’s mathematically organized symbolism” 
(Argüelles). Robert Herbert, has written extensively on demonstrable effect of this particular text on Seurat’s great “Parade 
du cirque,” as revealed in manuscript notes by the artist. Wrappers very light foxed. Very rare: OCLC records no copy in the 
U.S. 

  Paris (La Revue Contemporaine), 1885.  $1,500.00  
  Herbert, Robert: Seurat: Drawings and Paintings (New Haven, 2002), p. 136ff., 174ff. (Chapter 8: “‘Parade de cirque’ and 

the Scientific Aesthetic of Charles Henry”); Homer, William Innes: Seurat and the Science of Painting (Cambridge, 1964), p. 
188ff.; Argüelles, José A.: Charles Henry and the Formation of a Psychophysical Aesthetic (Chicago, 1972); Kemp, Martin: 
The Science of Art, p. 318f.     
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 20 INSTEAD. Editor: Lionel Abel. Staff: Stephane Hessel, John Myers, Patricia Kane, Matta. No. 2, March 1948 (of six issues 

published in all). Double-sided single broadside sheet, folded into 16 panels, as issued. Prof. illus. Sm. narrow folio. Self-
wraps. Texts by Abel (“An Open Letter to Jean Paul Sartre”), Harold Rosenberg (“New Dada”) Stephane Hessel, Henri 
Pichette, Martin Heidegger. Illus. by Matta (“Usoup”), Duchamp and Halberstadt (from “Opposition and Sister Squares”), 
Toyen, Petrov, Lam, Picabia. 

  “In 1948, an existentialist writer, Lionel Abel (1911-2001), published six issues of ‘Instead,’ a review that promoted art and 
literature in the aftermath of World War II and included the work of a range of artists and writers involced with the Surrealists 
and other groups. Among the notable contributors were Parker Tyler, Jacques Prévert, Max Ernst, and Matta, who designed 
at least one of its covers. A long, narrow, vertical format gave ‘Instead’ an ad hoc aesthetic that set it apart from the rest of 
the ‘little’ magazines at the time” (Heller). All issues of “Instead” are very scarce. 

  New York, 1948.  $450.00  
  Heller, Steven: Merz to Emigre and Beyond, p. 164 (illus.) 
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 21 INSTEAD. Editor: Lionel Abel. Staff: Stephane Hessel, John Myers, Patricia Kane, Matta. No. 4, June. 1948 (of six issues 

published in all). Double-sided single broadside sheet, folded into 16 panels, as issued. Prof. illus. Sm. narrow folio. Self-
wraps. Texts by Abel (“Open Letter to Jean Paul Sartre,” II), Harold Rosenberg (“The Game of the Chinese Laundryman”), 
Jean Wahl, Jacques Prévert, Nicola Chiaromonte (“A Note on the Movies”), Parker Tyler (response to Chiaromonte). Illus. of 
Apollinaire calligrams, nineteenth-century imagery. All issues of “Instead” are very scarce. 

  New York, 1948.  $450.00  
  Heller, Steven: Merz to Emigre and Beyond, p. 164 (illus.) 
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 22 (JARRY) Paris. Théâtre de l’Oeuvre. IVe saison 2e spectacle: Ubu Roi. Comédie dramatique en 5 actes d’Alfred Jarry. 

Musique de scène de Claude Terrasse. Poster/progam. Offset lithograph by Alfred Jarry, printed in black on pale salmon 
pink wove stock; verso blank. 245 x 324 mm. (ca. 9 5/8 x 12 7/8 inches). Designed for the epochal first production of "Ubu 
Roi," this lithograph was issued in three states, of which this is the second, intended for insertion in the deluxe edition of the 
program, published by the review "La Critique." This second state is the only one to actually state the title of the play and 
include the listing of cast and collaborators, which appear at upper left. In the first state, this area contains additional 
elements of the composition; in the third state, meant to be inserted in the December 20th 1896 issue of "La Critique," this 
area is left blank. By December 20th, of course, the play was history, having closed on its opening night ten days before. 
Despite (and, of course, because of) its electrifying, explosive effect on fin-de-siècle Paris, this was its sole performance until 
1908. Silked on the blank verso; minuscule clean tear at left margin. 

  Paris, 1896.  $6,000.00  
  Arrivé, Michel: Peintures, gravures & dessins d’Alfred Jarry (Paris: Collège de Pataphysique, 1968), p. 120, illus. plate 55, ; 

IVAM Centre Julio González: Alfred Jarry (Valencia, 2000), p. 30 (illus.) 
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 23 (JESPERS) Peeters, Jan. Kinderlust. (1), 12ff., 12 color plates. Oblong 4to. Dec. wraps., printed in color with designs by 

Jespers. The only children’s book produced by the Belgian avant-garde (and thus a kind of counterpart to Bart van der 
Leck’s “Het Vlas”), “Kinderlust” is lavishly illustrated with full-page colored plates, and two beautiful cover compositions, in a 
loosely constructivist figurative style. Floris Jespers, a leading figure in the Antwerp avant-garde of Paul van Ostayen and 
“Ça Ira” during the twenties, was noted for his églomisé paintings, which these resemble. 

  Antwerp (“Reclam”), [1923].   $6,000.00 
 
 

              
 
 24 (KANDINSKY) New York. Société Anonyme, Inc. Societe Anonyme, Inc. (Museum of Modern Art) Opens Its 15th 

Exhibition of Modern Art on Friday, March 23, 1923. [Kandinsky.] (4)pp. (single sheet of yellow stock). 160 x 166 mm. 
(ca. 6 1/8 x 6 1/2 inches). Mimeographed. Not specified in the title, this show was Kandinsky’s first solo exhibition in 
America. “Of all the artists Dreier worked with and supported over the course of her lifetime, none was more influential on 
the development of her aesthetic than Kandinsky. Profoundly affected by his art and writings, she gave him his first one-
person exhibition in the United States, in 1923, and would become his lifelong friend. She visited him and his wife, Nina, in 
Germany and France on many occasions, including her last trip to Europe, in 1937. She made herself Kandinsky’s apostle in 
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America, and indeed it was Kandinsky who turned Dreier into an abstract painter.... Kandinsky’s voice--his Theosophical 
belief in the cosmic forces of art, his stance against the evils of American materialism, his zeal for abstraction--also echoes 
in her lectures and writings.... In 1925, Dreier made him an honorary vice-president of the Société Anonyme, a position he 
kept until his death, in 1944. Dreier often sought him out as an advisor to the Société Anonyme exhibition and as a source 
for information on the European art scene” (Gross). 

  The flyer discusses the centrality of color in Kandinsky’s work, with remarks (strewn with misspellings) about his career in 
Russia and Germany. The back cover describes the programs and exhibitions of the society. Small rust stain; a fine 
example, unfolded. Of great rarity. 

  New York, 1923.  $950.00  
  Herbert: Société Anonyme SA25; Levin, Gail & Lorenz, Marianne: Theme & Improvisation: Kandinsky & the American Avant-

Garde, 1912-1950 (Boston, 1992), p. 29f. 
 
              

            
 
 25 (KLEE) New York. Société Anonyme, Inc. Société Anonyme, Inc. Opens Its 16th Exhibition of Modern Art on Monday, 

January 7th, 1924. [Paul Klee.] (4)pp. (single sheet of pale green stock, folding). 158 x 165 mm. (ca. 6 1/4 x 6 1/2 inches). 
Mimeographed. Not specified in the title, this show was Klee’s first solo exhibition in America, first arranged by Katherine 
Dreier while visiting the artist at the Bauhaus in 1922. 26 works were shown. The text is a biography, tracing Klee’s 
development from the musical interests of his parents, through his early training as an artist, and his contact with Kandinsky 
and the Blaue Reiter, as well as with the works of Matisse and others. “1914, accompanied by von Macke, brought him to 
Tunis. To quote him-- ‘To have the natural beauty and inspiration of actual color, awaken the sleeping possibilities of one’s 
own imagination.’ What is it that Klee wants to say in his quaint way? Is it only something whimsical, or beneath the 
whimsicality, is it something profound?” A fine example. Of great rarity. 

  New York, 1924.  $1,000.00  
  Herbert: Société Anonyme SA28 
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 26 LISSITZKY, EL & ARP, HANS. Die Kunstismen. /Les ismes de l’art./ The Isms of Art. xi, (1)pp., 48 halftone plates. 4to. 

Dec. boards, designed by Lissitzky, printed in red, black and white. Design by Lissitzky. Parallel texts in German, French 
and English. Less a survey than a kind of visual directory, covering the major vanguard movements of the previous decade 
in pithy, densely set one-paragraph summations (many of them simply quoted statements from their leading exponents) and 
an album of plates loosely floated on the page in elegantly asymmetrical compositions. For its synoptic purity and particularly 
for Lissitzky’s typography and mise-en-page, a landmark among the books of its time. Expertly rebacked. A fine copy, the 
boards and interior fresh. 

  Erlenbach-Zürich/München/Leipzig (Eugen Rentsch), 1925.  $5,500.00  
  Nisbet 1925.2; Rowell, Margit & Wye, Deborah: The Russian Avant-Garde Book 1910-1934 (New York: Museum of Modern 

Art, 2002), no. 607, color plate p. 198; Getty 455; Barron/Tuchman 162; Ades 6.32; Almanacco Dada p. 500 (illus.); Dachy p. 
182f. (illus.); Dachy: Archives Dada p. 533 (full-page color plate); Lista: Dada libertin & libertaire p. 198; Motherwell/Karpel 
167; Verkauf p. 102; Reynolds p. 59; Pompidou: Dada 1214, illus. pp. 561, 698; Spencer p. 76f.; Andel: Avant-Garde Page 
Design 1900-1950, p. 165, illus. 184-185; The Avant-Garde in Print 2.8 
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 27 MANOMÈTRE. NO. 5, FÉVRIER 1924. Mélange les langues, enregistre des idées, indique la pression sur tous les 

méridiens, est polyglotte et suprarational. [Directeur/ Gérant:] Émile Malespine. (20)pp. Original woodcuts by Jozef Peeters 
(full-page) and Émile Didier. Lrg. 8vo. Self-wraps. Texts by Malespine, Roberto A. Ortelli, Michel Seuphor, Bernjamin Péret, 
Tristan Tzara, Julio J. Casal. Nine issues in all were published of “Manomètre” at irregular intervals between July 1922 and 
January 1928. Though originating in the provincial center of Lyon, it was a sophisticated international review, on the Dada-
Surrealist axis, but with a strong Constructivist component as well. The inclusion of Spanish material (by Ortelli and Casal in 
this issue) is characteristically offbeat and interesting. Unobtrusive hairline split at lower spine; a fresh, crisp copy. 

  Lyon, 1924.  $1,600.00  
  Dada Global 140; Almanacco Dada 85; Ades 9.71; Admussen 125; Chevrefils Desbiolles p. 295; Sanouillet: Dada in Paris 

(Cambridge, 2009), no. 708; Pompidou: Dada p. 668f. (“Manomètre” by Xavier Rey), no. 1381 
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 28 NÉON. Editors: S. Alexandrian, J. Heisler, V. Hérold, S. Rodanski, C. Tarnaud (Nos. 1-3); J.L. Bédouin, A. Breton, P. 

Demarne, J. Heisler, B. Péret (Nos. 4-5). Nos. 1-5, Janvier 1948 - Mai 1949 (all published). (4)pp. per issue. Most prof. illus. 
throughout, with many texts reproduced from manuscript originals. Tabloid large folio. Self-wraps., printed on newsprint.  

  The subtitle for Nos. 1-3 (explaining the title as a circular acronym) is given as “N’être rien, Etre tout, Ouvrir l’être, Néant, 
Oubli, Etre,” whereas Nos. 4-5 give this as “Naviguer, Éveiller, Occulter, Nacce, Oiseau, Étui.” Texts by Breton, Mabille, 
Péret, Gracq, Alexandrian, Lecomte, Pastoureau, Demarne, Jouffroy, Lecomte, G. Davis, Nadeau, et al. Illus. by Hérold, 
Toyen, Brauner, Matta, Styrsky, Donati, Jean, Lam, Miró, Riopelle and others. “Plutôt qu’une revue, ‘Néon,’ la première 
publication du groupe surréaliste au lendemain de la Seconde Guerre mondiale, est un mince journal imprimé en fac-similé 
qui reflète l’impécuniosité de l’époque. Conçue par le poète tcheque Jindrich Heisler, la mise-en-page est perturbée par les 
illustrations de Brauner, Hérold, Lam ou Toyen, qui rejettent les textes dans les marges, leur laissant assez de place 
toutefois pour affirmer que rien n’est joué encore pour les surréalistes, qui veulent être ‘des prismes à réflexion totale pour 
toutes les lumières, surtout celles qui leur sont encore inconnues’” (Biro/Passeron). Ades compares the “all-over dramatic 
design” to some of de Zayas’s work in ‘291.’ “The second issue was designed by Kiesler, with the help of Magloire Saint-
Aude, a Martinique poet, Brauner, Hérold and Toyen, with a sinuous black serpent form running through all four pages.” 
Folded, as issued, with intermittent short clean splits at foldlines, and lightly browned: a very good set, not embrittled, as 
usually found. 

  Paris, 1948-1949.  $3,750.00  
  Ades p. 431; Gershman p. 51; Biro/Passeron p. 299; Reynolds p. 115f.; Nadeau p. 328f.; Milano p. 580f.; Heller, Steven: 

Merz to Emigre, p. 163; Sheringham Ab407 
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 29 PARIS. RENOU & COLLE. Méxique. Préface d’André Breton. (20)pp. 5 tipped-in halftone illus. (including 1 by Alvarez 

Bravo on front cover). Sm. 4to. Dec. self-wraps. All contents loose, as issued. One of 550 copies on vélin du Marais, from 
the limited edition of 570 in all. Organized by Breton, originally as a solo exhibition of paintings by Frida Kahlo, the show was 
expanded to include a wide range of discoveries made during his trip to Mexico in 1938: Precolumbian ceramics, colonial 
retables, woodcuts by Posada, and photographs by Manuel Alvarez Bravo, whom he was anxious to conscript in the 
Surrealist movement, and to whom he consecrates here a special text (as well as featuring a superb photo by him on the 
cover). Two of the four reproductive photographs (showing indigenous art) are by Raoul Ubac. Sheringham notes that 
Breton is the author of the entire pamphlet, not just the preface, as stated. Lightly sunned at foot of front cover. 

  Paris, [1939].  $850.00  
  Sheringham Ac310; Pompidou Breton p. 248; Biro/Passeron p. 281; Reynolds p. 17; Milano p. 653 
 
 
 

               
 
 30 New York. Betty Parsons Gallery. “JACKSON POLLOCK. Betty Parsons Gallery. 15 East 57th St. Nov. 26 - Dec. 15, 1951. 

Opening 4 - 7.” Double-sided poster (O’Connor & Thaw 1090 [P26]), printed by Acme Press, New York, in an edition of 
unknown size. Serigraph (per O’Connor & Thaw) or offset lithograph, in black on cream wove stock. 431 x 558 mm. (16 
15/16 x 22 inches. On the verso, an abstract composition by Pollock filling the full sheet, with serigraphed or lithographed 
signature at lower left.  
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  Pollock himself designed and executed this poster, made for the important exhibition of 26 November - 15 December 1951, 
Pollock’s last with Betty Parsons: 21 oils, watercolors and drawings. Clement Greenberg wrote, “Jackson Pollock’s problem 
is never authenticity, but that of finding his means and bending it as far as possible toward the literalness of his emotion. 
Sometimes he overpowers the means but he never succumbs to it. His recent show at Parsons’ reveals a turn but not a 
sharp change of direction; there is a kind of relaxation but the outcome is a newer and loftier triumph. All black and white, 
like Kline’s, and on unsized and unprimed canvas, his new pictures hint, as it were, at the innumerable unplayed cards in the 
artist’s hand. And also, perhaps, at the large future still left to easel painting...” (Partisan Review, Jan.-Feb. 1952). The 
edition of this poster was folded by the gallery for insertion into the catalogue of the exhibition. This example has been 
expertly flattened and conserved, and the foldlines are scarcely visible. An extremely fine copy, very crisp and clean. 

  New York, 1951.  $4,800.00  
  O’Connor & Thaw 1090 (P26) 
 
 

            
 
 31 LA REVISTA. Quaderns de publicació quinzenal. Vols I- XXII, May 1915 - January/June 1936 (all published), bound in 15 

vols. Indices. Lrg. 4to. Contemporary blue boards, 1/4 blue cloth gilt. Intermittent covers bound in.  
  A major Catalan cultural review, covering all aspects of contemporary and historical inquiry, but with important texts on 

modernist art and literature from Modernismo through Dada and Surrealism and after. Among articles of particular interest 
include Joaquín Torres-García’s essays “Notes sobre art” and “L’evolució de la pintura a Catalunya en el darrer quart de 
sigle” (1915), and Salvador Dalí’s “Art català relacionat amb el més recent de la jove intel-ligència” (1928), an interview 
attacking the retrograde character of contemporary Catalan art, and paying homage to Picasso and Miró, some ten days 
after his two submissions were the only avant-garde work to appear in the Barcelona salon d’automne at the Sala Pares, 
and one of the two was removed from view. (Shortly before, in the January/June issue is “Al marge d’un manifest,” 
commenting on Dalí’s “Yellow Manifesto.”) Also noteworthy are notices of Dadaism, contemporary Russian poetry, Gaudí, 
Elskamp, Mallarmé, Claudel, and Ungaretti; of foreign journals (“Broom,” L’esprit nouveau,” “La révolution surréaliste”); and 
of a wide spectrum of Catalan art and artists of all periods. Texts by Eugenio d’Ors, Joaquím Folch i Torres, J.M. López-Rio, 
J. Pijoan, Joan Salvat-Papasseit, Josep F. Rafols, and many others. Small tears to initial pages of the first issue; a fine set. 
Rare: OCLC records no sets in the U.S.A.  

  Barcelona, 1915-1936.  $6,000.00  
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 32 (SCHWITTERS, KURT) “Kurt Schwitters.” Contemporary postcard portrait, published by Paul Steegemann. 137 x 88 mm. 

(5 3/8 x 3 1/2 inches). Halftone photo, with title beneath; the verso with caption.  
  One of eleven cards issued by Steegemann to promote Schwitters and his publications, the rest of which were reproductions 

of his works. It is captioned on the verso “Von Kurt Schwitters sind erschienen im Verlag von Paul Steegemann, Hannover: 
‘Anna Blume’, Dichtungen, ‘Die Kathedralen’, ‘Merzlithographien’ und 7 Postkarten nach Merzbildern.” It was a card 
Schwitters particularly enjoyed altering with collage. Light wear, unmarked. Very rare, more so than the other Schwitters 
postcards. 

  Hannover (Paul Steegemann), [1920].  $2,500.00  
  Meyer, Jochen: Paul Steegemann Verlag 1919-1935/ 1949-1955: Sammlung Marzona (Sprengel Museum Hannover, 1994), 

no. 243; Pompidou: Dada p. 911 fig. 12 (altered with collage); Elderfield, John: Kurt Schwitters (New York, 1985), fig, 87 
(altered with collage) 
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 33 (TICE) New York. Bruno’s Garret. First Exhibit of Drawings and Paintings, Including a Set of Illustrations of The 

Arabian Nights, by Clara Tice. May 1915. Introduction by Guido Bruno; other texts by William Marion Reedy and Robert 
Louis Stevenson. (24)pp. (mispaginated). 8 plates after ink drawings by Tice. Sm. 8vo. Yellow wraps., the front cover with a 
design by Tice. 

  “One of 50 copies published. The last one on hand is this one purchased by Dr. A.J. Liebmann./ NY Jan. 25th 1929./ Guido 
Bruno” (manuscript colophon in ink, on the inside front cover). The catalogue of Tice’s second exhibition, two months after 
her first--also a show of nude drawings, at Polly’s Restaurant in Greenwich Village--was thrillingly shut down by the Society 
for the Suppression of Vice, creating a succès de scandale which launched her career. A central figure in New York Dada, 
where she moved freely in the Arensberg circle and seems to have had an affair with H.-P. Roché, Tice was a participant in 
the Independents Exhibition of 1917 and a contributor (of a portrait of Edgard Varèse) to ”The Blind Man.” Her bohemianism 
in fashion was also extremely influential, having been, among other things, the first woman to bob her hair. Bruno’s Garret 
was a gallery and meeting place frequented by Village artists and intellectuals, run by the well-known publisher Guido Bruno. 
Rare. 

  New York, 1915.  $1,750.00  
  Cf. Nauman, Francis M.: New York Dada (New York, 1994), p. 117ff. (“Clara Tice”); Sawelson-Gorse, Naomi (ed.): Women 

in Dada (Cambridge, 1998), p. 414ff: (Keller, Marie T.: Clara Tice, “Queen of Greenwich Village”) 
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 34 TZARA, TRISTAN. La première aventure céléste [sic] de Mr. Antipyrine. Avec des bois gravés et coloriés par Marcel 

Janco. (Collection Dada.) (16)pp. 8 original color linocuts, of which 6 full-page in teal blue and black, and 2 other in black 
(front cover and cul-de-lampe illustration), printed on uncut fine laid paper. Image size: 170 x 90 mm. (6 3/4 x 3 1/2 inches). 
Sm. 4to. Orig. grey wraps., with handcut typography on front cover, reproduced from a woodcut design by Janco.  

  Dated 28 July 1916 in the justification, this is the first publication of the Collection Dada and possibly the first Dada imprint; it 
is also the first book of Tristan Tzara, then nineteen years old. Mr. Antipyrine takes his name from a now forgotten patent 
medicine which Tzara found helpful for his migraines (and not, as is sometimes said, from a type of fire extinguisher). Its 
contents contain a selection of his early verse, African chants, and the first Dada manifesto, included by Tzara under his own 
name rather than that of one of his characters (“Dada est notre intensité.... Dada est l’art sans pantouffles ni parallèle...”). 
Wraps. lightly worn, with a few nearly indetectible expert mends.  

  An historic early presentation copy, inscribed by both Tzara and Janco on the inner front cover: "Sympathie + affection/ 
Tristan Tzara/ [flower]/ Zürich I/ Fraumünsterstrasse 21/ Centralhof/ [flower] (the foregoing in turquoise ink, and all but the 
first line in capitals); "Considération/ Marcel Janco" (in black ink, adjacent). The text also contains, on the recto of f. 7, two 
autograph corrections in black ink, in the hand of either Janco or Heuberger, the printer. Tzara's address here is at the 
Pension Altinger, where he shared lodging with Janco, who was then enrolled at the Technische Hochschule. By 1918, 
Tzara had moved to the Hotel Limmatquai. 

  Zürich (Collection Dada/ Imprimerie J. Heuberger), 1916.  $25,000.00  
  Harwood 1; Berggruen 1; Ilk, Michael: Marcel Janco: Das graphische Werk (Ludwigshafen, 2001), CR1-8, pp. 11ff, 77f.; cf. 

Cernat, Paul: Avangarda româneasca si complexul periferiei: primul val (Bucharest, 2007), p. 111; Gershman p. 43; Dada in 
Zürich 81; Almanacco Dada illus. p. 461; Sanouillet, Michel: Dada in Paris (Cambridge, 2009), no. 626; Motherwell/Karpel 
414; Verkauf p. 183; Dachy p. 38 (color illus. p. 37); Dada Spectrum p. 275; Dada Artifacts 9; Düsseldorf 107; Zürich 348; 
Pompidou: Dada 1309, illus. pp. 270, 537; Washington: Dada pl. 6; Franklin Furnace 65; Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page 
Design 1900-1950, pl. 134; Tendenzen 3/45; The Artist and the Book 135; Castleman p. 176; Manet to Hockney 39 
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 35 ZENIT. Internacionalna revija za umetnost-i-kulturu. Urednik: Ljubomir Micic. No. 1, Februara 1921. 15, (1)pp., printed on tan 

wove stock. Full-page illus. of an ink drawing by Vilko Gekan, “Ludak” (“Madman”). Lrg. 4to. Self-wraps., stapled as issued. 
Acetate cover. The inaugural issue of Micic’s “Zenit,” of which 43 numbers were published in all, in Zagreb and Belgrad, from 
1921 to 1926. Texts by Micic (“Covek i umetnost,” “Ulica veseloga grada,” “Drama”), Ivan Goll (“Der Mensch vor dem Meer”), 
Stanislav Vinaver, Marcel Sauvage (“Palais de justice”), Bosko Tokin (“Evropski pesnik Ivan Goll”), Paul Dermée 
(“Coudrier”), Dragan Bublic, Anatoly Lunacharsky (“Proletkult”), Virgil Polianski (“U znaku kruga”), et al. 

  We quote at length from Esther Levinger’s essay “Ljubomir Micic and the Zenitist Utopia”: 
  "Ljubomir Micic (1895-1971), poet and essayist, defined Zenitism, the art movement he initiated in Zagreb in 1921, as the 

'third guest' at the table of history. It had arrived, he contended, after Expressionism and Cubism to triumph over the 
fossilized, material forms of the cube and the cylinder, and to resolve the struggle between spirit and matter. For Micic, the 
resolution of this conflict, which had divided the arts before and immediately after the First World War, lay in a synthesis of 
opposites that involved both art and life. In regard to art, 'Zenit,' the journal of Zenitism, published reproductions from all 
schools of art, provided information on all art movements, and covered the contradictions and controversies that shaped the 
avant-garde of the early twentieth century. 'Zenit' integrated opposing styles and currents into its own original work of art. 
Regarding life, Zenitism was to initiate a new tradition of spirituality. Micic sought to construct 'the universal human epoch,' 
and to create a new individual, one who would reach the zenith of human nature.  

  "To achieve these goals, Micic pushed for a rejuvenation of old Europe by Barbarian young forces, a name which in this 
case referred to the Slavs in general, and to the people of the Balkans in particular. The idea was to 'Balkanize' Europe, that 
is, to reverse European cultural domination and to infuse the West with Balkan spirit…. The oppositional nature of 'Zenit''s 
utopia tied the Yugoslavian avant-garde to other such movements in East Central Europe. Yet despite certain similarities, 
such as the critique of bourgeois mercantile values and a rejection of reification, 'Zenit' differed from its contemporaries in 
several important ways. For example, unlike the major figures of Russian and International Constructivism, Micic did not 
propose to advance Enlightenment rationalism, but to invert it…. [Rather] than as a concrete form of social organization, 
Micic regarded utopia as a function, whose motivating power resided in poetry and works of art. The form of these art-works 
remained open, as Micic refrained from imposing specific models just as he avoided rigid dogma. He alternately upheld and 
rejected technological civilization, fought for and against individualism, and both praised and condemned Expressionism and 
Constructivism. In his view, all were essential components in the process of change." Clean splits at fold and edge of outer 
leaf; a little light wear. Very rare. 

  Zagreb, 1921.  $3,750.00  
  Almanacco Dada 172; Pompidou: Dada 1417; Benson, Timothy O. (ed.): Central European Avant-Gardes: Exchange and 

Transformation (Los Angeles, 2002), p. 260ff. (essay by Esther Levinger); Benson, Timothy O. & Forgács, Éva (eds.): 
Between Worlds: A Sourcebook of Central European Avant-Gardes, 1910-1930 (Los Angeles/Cambridge, 2002), p. 283ff.; 
Passuth, Krisztina: Les avant-gardes de l’Europe centrale 1907-1927 (Paris, 1988), p. 172ff.; Heller, Steven: Merz to Emigre 
and Beyond (London/New York, 2003), p. 109f. 
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 36 ZENIT. Internacionalna revija za umetnost-i-kulturu. Urednik: Ljubomir Micic. No. 2, Marta 1921. 18, (2)pp. Full-page illus. of 

an ink drawing by Vilko Gekan, “Konstrukcija za portret cinika” (“Construction with Portrait of a Cynic”). Lrg. 4to. Self-wraps., 
stapled as issued. Acetate cover. Texts by Bosko Tokin, Marcel Sauvage (“Les déracinés”), Stanislas Vinaver (“Letopis”), 
Ljubomir Micic (“Tragedija Maske”), Ivan Goll (“Alarm”), Vicente Huidobro (“Bay-Rum”), Anatoli Lunatscharski (“Proletkult”), 
Ary Justman (“Poem”), et al. Of special interest, in the regular round-up “Makroskop” at the end of the issue, is the article 
“Dada -- Dadaizam.”  A fine copy. Very rare. 

  Zagreb, 1921.  $3,750.00  
  Almanacco Dada 172; Pompidou: Dada 1417, illus. p. 753 (this issue); Benson, Timothy O. (ed.): Central European Avant-

Gardes: Exchange and Transformation (Los Angeles, 2002), p. 240ff. (essay by Esther Levinger); Benson, Timothy O. & 
Forgács, Éva (eds.): Between Worlds: A Sourcebook of Central European Avant-Gardes, 1910-1930 (Los 
Angeles/Cambridge, 2002), p. 283ff.; Passuth, Krisztina: Les avant-gardes de l’Europe centrale 1907-1927 (Paris, 1988), p. 
172ff.; Heller, Steven: Merz to Emigre and Beyond (London/New York, 2003), p. 109f. 
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 37 ZENIT. Internacionalna revija za umetnost-i-kulturu. Urednik: Ljubomir Micic. No. 3, Aprila 1921. 14, (2)pp. 3 illus. after 

paintings by Egon Schiele (“Weltmehmut,” “Eremiten,” “Dirne”). Lrg. 4to. Self-wraps., stapled as issued. Acetate cover. Texts 
by Alesandr Blok (“Skifi”), Bosko Tokin, Stanlislas Vinaver, Georg Kulka, Dragan Aleksic (“Dadaizam,” “Dada pesme”), Josef 
A. Kalmer, Rastko Petrovic (Izlozbe u Parizu”), Virgil Poljanski (“Kod Frizera”), Ljubomir Micic (“Patujuci Ekspresionizam i 
Antikulturni most”). Aleksic’s two Dada contributions (“Dadaism” and “Dada Songs”) are of special interest. A fine copy. Very 
rare. 

  Zagreb, 1921.  $3,750.00  
  Almanacco Dada 172; Pompidou: Dada 1417; Benson, Timothy O. (ed.): Central European Avant-Gardes: Exchange and 

Transformation (Los Angeles, 2002), p. 240ff. (essay by Esther Levinger); Benson, Timothy O. & Forgács, Éva (eds.): 
Between Worlds: A Sourcebook of Central European Avant-Gardes, 1910-1930 (Los Angeles/Cambridge, 2002), p. 283ff.; 
Passuth, Krisztina: Les avant-gardes de l’Europe centrale 1907-1927 (Paris, 1988), p. 172ff.; Heller, Steven: Merz to Emigre 
and Beyond (London/New York, 2003), p. 109f. 

 


